A new, integrated digital solution that will help your construction sites to open and stay operationally safe for your workers.

- We want to put MSite into the hands of every worker – empowering the workforce to reach new levels of safety and productivity
- Our solution is low cost, high-impact and fully integrated into MSite

### Functionality

#### Contactless Site Entry
- The biometric authentication on the worker’s own phone is used for ID verification
- Once verified, the worker can use their phone as a virtual contactless card (similar to Apple or Google Pay)
- The worker presents their phone to an MSite reader to enter site

#### Social Distancing Reporting
- Bluetooth technology is used to monitor social distancing

#### Direct-to-Worker Notifications
- Important messages can be sent to and receipted by workers instantly

#### MSite Dashboards and Reporting
- The MSite Workforce App is fully integrated into MSite, digitally capturing access, time and attendance for reporting

### Additional Information
- Can be used on any Apple (iOS v9 and above) or Android phone (v6 and above)
- In most cases, contactless entry via the MSite Workforce App will work with existing deployed MSite hardware.

Please get in touch to find out more: 0333 456 2001